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Clairvoyance, Clairandience, Telepathy, and Teleldnetism are thus
brought within the range of human possibility and obtain a scientific
explanation.
There is at the present day any amount of literature on these sub-
jects of Clairvoyance, Telepathy, etc., but I am tempted to quote here
wliat Mr. Hudson1, a scientist himself, has said about one of such powers,
viz., the Telekmetic energy—the power to move ponderable bodies
without physical contact or mechanical appliances:—
s(! can only say to the sceptical that I know the power to exist, having
for more than thirty years of my life pursued the investigation of
so-called spiritistic phenomena, under the strictest test conditions.
. . I can assure my readers that I applied every possible scientific
test to nearly every form of physical phenomena, especially to that of
levitatioB. of ponderable bodies without physical contact or mecha-
nical aids; and that, as the result of my researches, I am prepared to
asseverate that the power exists in the subjective mind of man to
cause inanimate matter to obey his will rather than the law of
gravitation."
A consideration of the powers I have above named means a con-
sideration of the question of vibrations, involving simply an extension
of the powers which we are all using every day of our lives.
We are told (says M. Flammarion) of five doors to human know-
ledge—sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste. These five doors open
for us tut a little way to any knowledge of the world around us, especially
the last three—smell, taste and touch. All our ordinary human know-
ledge might be symbolically represented by a tiny island surrounded
by a limitless ocean.
At present we ordinarily know only two out of sixty-two vibrations.
V. we succeed by a steady and progressive extension of our powers
in acquiring finer faculties, we could surely make ourselves quite
sensitive to the other vibrations.
A development, then, in this direction brings to light new
faculties of a higher   order, the exercise of which brings us
into possession of verities which, are beyond the reach of ordinary
mortals,
1 (t Divine Pedigree of man," p. 37L

